
Random 

assembly
Explore the relationships between 

functions, elements and systems



Random assembly

Function Element System

Food production Raised bed/ compost/ 

tool shed/ water butt

Forest garden, IPM

Cash crop Willow/ Grains/ Cheese Pasture/ field rotation

Wildlife habitat Regeneration/ min till Forest, hedge 

management

Water catchment Pond, swale, water butt Site wide strategy

Space for people Shed/ tea room/ toilet Management/ induction













Elevation in design





Plant guilds 

create habitat

 Multiple elements combine to 

create a stronger and more 

efficient system

 Increase the velocity of nutrient 

cycling as well efficiency

 Microclimate can be explored to 

best advantage

 Design to establish mutually 

beneficial relationships



Succession





Chapter 4.Pattern 
Understanding
 Pattern archetypes

 Observation from natural systems

 Edge effect

 Tessellation

 Spirals



Cardioid 

core model



Tessellation



Flow



Dendritic 

branching

 Tributaries of a river system

 Branches of a tree

 Bronchioles in lung tissue

 Pattern of dispersal or collection



Scatter pattern

 Random

 Explores new opportunity

 Saturate with seed

 allow natural selection to 

prevail



Web



Mycelium



Mycelium 

on paper













Snakeskin



Chameleon



Fungi



Chalk



Bracken



Edge effect





Edge effect

 Compatible and in compatible 

borders

 No difference in yield or stability

 One benefits at expense of other

 Both benefit

 One benefits, one unaffected

 One decreases the other 

unaffected
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